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Nvidia Changes the Computer Landscape
The biggest PC GPU company now becomes the biggest everything company
Big deals require big commitments. Nvidia
demonstrated that with its Mellanox acquisition
and it has done it again with the acquisition of
Arm.

will be cast into stone by the regulating
government agencies in all parts of the world.
And Nvidia doesn’t need to spend $40 billion
just to slow now its competitors.

Overnight, with the stroke of a pen, Nvidia now
has the largest customer base in the world.
Its technological prowess spans from tiny
GPUs in IoTs to giant GPUs in the data center
and supercomputers, from game consoles to
refrigerators and servers, from electric bikes to
autonomous 18-wheelers. There is no part of any
techno product that Nvidia doesn’t now touch—
including the precious x86 which uses Arm for
its trusted security management. Nvidia can
now take Intel’s “Intel Inside” and do their own
take: Nvidia Inside Everything.

Also, the income aspect is almost laughable.
Yes, Arm processors are in billions and billions
of devices, and Arm makes less than a penny
on each one—their revenue is maybe, maybe,
a billion dollars. The accretion of sales is not
the point or the objective. The accretion of
technology, the tentacles into almost every
product in the world, that’s the payoff.

There will be the nay-sayers, of course, who will
whine that the deal is anti-competitive, but why
is it any more anti-competitive for Nvidia to have
Arm and GPUs than it was for Arm to have Arm
and GPUs or AMD and Intel and Via to have x86
and GPUs?
The immediate benefit to both companies is
going to be in the GPU. Nvidia never could get
their power budget down and finally gave up
trying. Arm could never get their performance
up and finally settled for almost good enough.
Now the magic of those two teams come
together and in two, max three years you’re
going to see GPUs that will rival, if not exceed
Qualcomm on performance/power.
But it isn’t only about GPUs, it’s also about
security, communications—all kinds of
communications, and raw processing power.

Nvidia now has a customer base—and more
importantly—customer feedback and advice, on
everything that has an electron running through
it. That’s the kind of power Intel has in the PC
market. Now Nvidia has it in every market. I may
have just lost an old client—what the hell can
I tell them now that they won’t already know
before I even thought of the question?
And that is what is going to scare this morning’s
breakfast out of AMD, Broadcom, NXP, Intel,
IT, Qualcomm and almost every other semi
supplier in the world.
Big data? Yeah. Nvidia is now the biggest.
Editor’s Note: You can bet that this will have a
trickle down effect on AV and IoT solutions.
Commentary by Dr. Jon Peddie PE, President,
Jon Peddie Research. Publishers of Tech
Watch and Graphics Speak.

The concerns about Nvidia maintaining a neutral
position toward real and assumed competitors
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Exertis ProAV Australia
has been in the news
quite frequently of late,
taking up distributorship
for a number of brands
for Australia and New
Zealand. SI Asia decided
to have a quick chat with
the company’s President
and CEO Kevin Kelly on
what is driving the company.

scale their business throughout Australia, New
Zealand and Asia. Exertis ProAV Australia is
now part of a £14.3 billion revenue, London
Stock Exchange listed (LSE) international
sales, marketing and support services group
that employs 11,000 people in four divisions
operating in 17 countries. Partnering with
Exertis in Australia opens the door to Australian
manufacturers to reach the world and for
international manufacturers to broaden their
presence in the region.

Let’s kick off with a bit of history regarding
Exertis ProAV Australia before DCC.

What is Exertis ProAV's view about the AV
market in Australia for now and the future?

Exertis ProAV Australia was originally part of
Stampede, the global leader in high value-added
specialist distribution. The company became
a part of Stampede in 2016 when Stampede
Europe acquired all of the assets of Just Lamps,
the world’s largest supplier of projector lamp
bulbs. Stampede invested aggressively in the
build out of Stampede Australia, adding new
vendor partners across all major categories and
strengthening the company’s sales and support
teams.

Australia and New Zealand are both markets
that are very distributor friendly. Smart
manufacturers rely on solid, value added
distribution to support to build sales profitably
for them in the region. Our manufacturer
partners view us as an extension of their own
sales teams because we share the same values.
In terms of the health of the overall AV market
in the region, it faces the same challenges
that other regions face because of Covid-19
but, in the long run, it is a tech-centric market
that increasingly turns to technologies of all
shapes and sizes to create better engagement,
collaboration and communications systems.

When did Exertis ProAV Australia become
part of DCC?
Exertis ProAV Australia became a part of DCC
in 2018 when DCC acquired Stampede. The
company continued to operate as Stampede
Australia until 2019 when at the Integrate 2019
show the new name for the company was
launched.
How has becoming part of DCC helped
Exertis ProAV Australia?
Being part of the DCC technology group opens
the door to an unmatched array of product,
financing and supply chain management
programs that can help manufacturer partners

8

About the brands being represented...
We have successfully expanded our base of
business in the region, building upon our original
projector lamp product line to include every
major product category that matters to resellers
in the region and across all vertical market. Our
growing portfolio of manufacturer partners
includes Airtame, Contacta, Aten, Taiden,
Minnray, Visionect/Joan, Omnicharge, Unilumin,
Hamilton Buhl, Hiperwall, Planar, Delair, Casio,
Calibre, Revolution Acoustics, among others.
www.exterisaustralia.com
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NEWS
ATEN Announces AV over IP Cooperation with Zyxel

solution partners to jointly promote the AV over
IP market. Zyxel Networks is a leading brand of
Ethernet switches and has profound expertise in
various IP multicast applications. Together with
Zyxel, we can further assist IT and AV system
integrators and channel partners to reduce the
efforts required for integration and lower the
barriers to entry into Networked AV architecture,
create a standard and stable IP environment,
as well as deliver a top-quality, audio and video
experience.” Nicholas added.
TAIWAN: ATEN International, a leading provider
of AV/IT connectivity and management
solutions, has announced its partnership with
Zyxel Networks, a leader in delivering secure,
AI- and cloud-powered business and home
networking solutions, to extend the usability of
AV over IP products. This partnership integrates
the profound strengths accumulated by the
two parties in the professional audio-visual and
network industries for many years, and provides
Networked AV architecture with increased scope
for higher scalability and flexibility, simpler
operations, and cost-saving innovations.
“ATEN has been actively expanding the AV
over IP market in recent years, continuing
to strengthen its R&D capabilities in the
professional AV market, providing customers
with Networked AV solutions with high
scalability, flexibility and simplified IP settings.
In the near future, it will also launch innovative
Networked AV solutions with PoE (Power over
Ethernet), which can help customers greatly
simplify the deployment process and save
costs,” said Nicholas Lin, ATEN’s Senior Vice
President of Research & Development and
Global Marketing Division.

“Challenges to the transition to AV-over-IP
generated from network misconfiguration can
often impact a user’s viewing experience and
usually require substantial effort to troubleshoot.
Zyxel’s tailor-made Networked AV mode in
its Ethernet Switch aims to overcome these
challenges and provide an easy and stable
network solution, from classrooms to sports
bars and control center video wall displays.
Supported by our strong partnership with AV/
IT specialist ATEN, Zyxel Networks wants to
become the primary networking choice for
both of our channel partners when delivering
AV-over-IP services,” said Crowley Wu, Vice
President of Zyxel’s Networking SBU.
With the integration of Zyxel’s Networked AV
Solutions and ATEN’s 4K KVM over IP matrix
system and 4K HDMI over IP extenders, system
integrators and partners will be able to more
smoothly facilitate the installation process to
increase efficiency.
www.aten.com
www.zyxel.com

“In addition to the continuous enhancement of
our own R&D capabilities, we are also working
hard to establish cooperative relations with our
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Adam Hall Group Welcomes Speaker Electronic as Exclusive Distribution Partner for
China

CHINA: At a press conference in China with
more than 200 invited guests from renowned
audio associations, large event companies, and
the media, a strategic partnership between
the global event technology company Adam
Hall Group and Speaker Electronic (Jiashan)
Co., Ltd was announced. Effective immediately,
Speaker Electronic (SE) will take over exclusive
distribution for all brands of the Adam Hall
Group in China, the world’s largest market,
including LD Systems, Cameo, Gravity, Defender,
Palmer, and Adam Hall. Connected online for
this historic moment were Michael von Keitz,
Chairman of SE, and Markus Jahnel, COO and
Managing Director of the Adam Hall Group, as
well as important members of the German team.
With its extensive network, Speaker Electronic
will now offer the Chinese market high-quality
German products and services by the Adam Hall
Group from a single source.
The confidence in Speaker Electronic as an
exclusive strategic distribution partner is based
on the long-term cooperation between SE and
the Adam Hall Group that began in 2006. The
Chinese subsidiary Speaker Factory is German
owned and has been an important supplier for
the Neu-Anspach event technology company
since that time.
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In his video message, Chairman von Keitz spoke
of the many years of confidence, fairness, and
reliability in the now 14-year cooperation. “Our
most important shared goal was and always will
be to supply our customers with well-designed
quality products,” says von Keitz, who is also the
German owner of Speaker Factory.
In his opening speech, COO Jahnel mentioned
the most important flagship projects of the
Adam Hall Group, such as the iconic MAUI
P900, developed in cooperation with Porsche
Design Studio, and also looked back on the
success story of LD Systems as a global player
in the pro audio industry. In the process, Jahnel
emphasized Speaker Factory as a loyal supplier
and contributor to this success. “To now have SE
as an exclusive distribution partner for China is a
win-win situation and a shared basis for intensive
cooperation between China and Germany,”
stated the COO in his words of praise.
The heads of audio associations offered their
congratulations and have high expectations of
the cooperation.
www.adamhall.com
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PSNI Global Alliance puts spotlight on education opportunities
GLOBAL:
PSNI Global
Alliance, the
global network
of premier
technology
integrators and
service providers,
will be focusing
on technology
changes in the
education sector
with a series
of blogs and
education-based
learning.

OCTOBER 2020

Covering PSNI’s network across the US, EMEA,
Latin America and APAC, the initiative addresses
today’s and tomorrow’s classroom technology,
including ideas on how to get the most out of a
technology investment when used with existing
systems. The online handbook is free and
available HERE.
To learn more about PSNI Global Alliance
or membership to the network please visit
www.psni.org
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NEWS
IN BRIEF
Integrated Systems Europe (ISE) 2021 has
been postponed from its original dates in
February to 1 – 4 June 2021, due to the impact
of the ongoing pandemic. Alongside the
physical exhibition in June a virtual exhibition
will also be offered. If the show goes ahead this
will be the first edition to be held at the FIRA
Barcelona in Spain.
www.iseurope.org
ESCO an established systems integrator with
its headquarters in Singapore complemented
with offices in the region has been acquired by
Japan’s Nikkei listed Techno Horizon as a wholly
owned subsidiary of its Group Company, Elmo. It
is to be noted that the ESCO office in Indonesia
is not part of this acquisition. The ambition of all
involved is to further strengthen and grow ESCO
to become an even more formidable player.
www.esco.com.sg
Ideal Systems are now offering DTEN’s new
all-in-one Zoom Room video conferencing
device as a rental service in Singapore, Malaysia
and Indonesia, with more countries coming
online soon. The new service offering from Ideal
Systems offers free delivery of the DTEN device,
installation and set-up of the Zoom Room
including integration to the users Outlook or
Google Calendars for zoom call scheduling and
room booking.
www.idealsys.com
EMEA Pro AV Industry is expected to decline
by 9% to USD65 Billion in 2020 with recovery
starting in 2021, according to new forecasts
from AVIXA. According to the AVIXA report,
looking at the ranking of pro AV solutions in
EMEA from 2020 to 2025, conferencing and
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collaboration leads the region thanks to the
prevalence of work from home. Spending will
continue to increase in this area as legacy
infrastructure gives way to the cloud.
www.avixa.org
InfoComm Southeast Asia that had a very
successful outing in 2019 will take place in 2021
at the new dates of 20 – 22 October 2021. The
exhibition will remain in Bangkok, Thailand at
the Bangkok International Trade & Exhibition
Centre. According to a report by research and
consulting firm Frost and Sullivan, the region is
projected to become the world’s fourth-largest
market after China, the European Union and the
United States, by 2030. Its GDP is forecast to
increase from US$2.4 trillion in 2015 to US$5.2
trillion in 2025.
www.infocomm-sea.com
Barco, a global leader in visualization and
collaboration technology, and DACOMS
Technology Co, Ltd, a Taipei-based systems
integrator in the AV, control room, and
multimedia networking space, have announced
a new technology partnership and business
relationship that will focus on simulation
and training display solutions. DACOMS is a
prominent player in the simulation solutions
industry in Taiwan. The objective with the
partnership is to work with Barco as part of
DACOMS development process and bring highquality technology and trustworthy business
practices to DACOM’s team. It is also envisaged
that together with Barco’s support DACOMS will
bring further significant value to their clients.
www.barco.com
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Leyard Paves the Way with its Latest Generation Micro-pitch LED Display Products
The TX micro-pitch
LED platform consists
of the following:
– TXS series offering
pixel pitch sizes 0.625,
0.78, 0.93, 1.25, 1,56,
1.87 and 2.42.
– TXC series offering
all of the above pixel
pitch sizes except for
the 0.625.
– TXF series offering
The TXP displays are ultra slim
pixel pitch sizes 0.93,
The concave Leyard TXC display
at 20mm depth
1.25, 1,56, 1.87 and 2.42.
– TXP series offering
pixel pitch sizes 0.93, 1.25, 1,56, 1.87
There has been much excitement about Micro
LED displays. The technology miniaturizes
The TXS displays offer rear access for
conventional LED structure to micron scale and
maintenance. The TXC displays are concave
removes sapphire substrate thereby bringing
impressive technology advantages such as high where the minimum radius of the curvature is
1.5mm, with access to maintenance from the
brightness, resolution and delivering advanced
rear. The TXF displays offer front access for
display performance.
maintenance and the TXP displays also offer
full front access but are ultra slim at just 20mm
At ISE this year, Leyard created a buzz as the
depth.
company showcased its 216 inches 8K Micro
Led wall with the 0.625mm fine pixel pitch with
The TX series offers a range of technology
4-in-1 RGB LED. Fast forward and Leyard has
advantages. The common cathode drive mode
launched a range of micro-pitch LED display
allows precise voltage control that helps reduce
products under the TX platform series.
heat generation and power consumption
thereby also improving the average life of the
Leyard’s TX platform featuring micro-pitch LED
LEDs. Calibration of brightness and colour
is the company’s newest series of products that
can be done pixel-by-pixel thus ensuring high
inherit the excellent performance of Leyard’s
precision and colour uniformity.
fine pitch LED display. The TX series features
pixel pitch sizes from 0.625 to 2.42 that are
Central to the performance of the microideal for indoor 4K and 8K resolution ranging
pitch LEDs is the Leyard master control. The
in display sizes of 52 inches up to 540 inches,
master control has strong video processing
giving designers and integrators superior
and correction data calculation capabilities
creative flexibility. With Leyard’s micro-pitch TX
to output high-definition video images. It has
LED series it is now possible to set up a 4K 108
broadcast-quality video processing technology,
inches display with the 0.625mm pixel pitch,
10-bit grey scale and 16bit colour processing
thus making it an excellent choice for meeting
capabilities that can display 281 trillion colours. It
rooms and control rooms in the 5G era.
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automatically adapts to 50/60Hz signal source,
scans frame by frame to improve picture clarity,
and has high image resolution. Images can be
restored pixel by pixel, clear and sharp. It also
performs image noise reduction, sharpening,
colour optimization and colour temperature
adjustment.
The TX platform offers DCI P3 colour gamut
which when compared to Rec.709 offers a wider
range of colours such as more red and green
colours and the blue is more precise.
TX platform displays deliver an amazing viewing
experience. The incredible short view distance
enables the products to be considered for a
large range of new applications. The TXS0062
(0.625 pixels) can be viewed from just 0.7m, thus
making it a viable option for meeting rooms.
The self-emitting mode for the LED features
nanosecond response time between switching
ON and OFF. The displays respond without
Visual Staying Phenomenon which is a big
advantage for those applications requiring super
good dynamic rendering effect.
HDR functions are supported to meet more
display requirements.
The TX series adopts a modular design, and the
control system supports 2K to 4K upgrades.
Users only need to replace the control module
to upgrade the screen from 2K to 4K.
The LED set-up offers “cable-less” connection
with a 6-axis alignment. A uniform tool can be
used for the XYZ 6-axis adjustment between
panels. Module can be easily adjusted in
Z-direction, and flatness can be optimized again.
Leyard’s TX series micro-pitch pixels are ready to
revolutionize the display market.

Solutions Update
Datapath Introduce the IQS4- a New
4-way Splitter Engineered for Video
Walls

Datapath have added to their award-winning
portfolio of video processing products with
the introduction of the IQS4 – a one in/four
out splitter solution engineered for video wall
applications.
When paired with Datapath’s Image4K
graphics cards, the IQS4 offers a costeffective solution for powering video walls of
up to 96 screens. Using IQS4s reduces the
overall number of graphics cards needed,
streamlining the video wall controller by
reducing load and optimising capacity. IQS4
gives integrators the option to distribute video
in 4K and split the signals at the video wall
rather than having to use separate, expensive
extenders for every HD output.
Mounting flexibility means the IQS4 can be
used for any application. VESA mounting is
supported for direct mounting behind displays.
Where the IQS4s are hosted with the video
wall controller, various rack mount options are
available depending on the number of IQS4s
required. Plus, there is the standalone option
for placing on desks, workstations or shelving.
Priced competitively, Datapath’s IQS4 will be
available for projects commencing in Q4.
www.datapath.co.uk

www.leyard.com
OCTOBER 2020
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Solutions Update

Barco Introduces Next Generation RGB Laser Rear-projection Video Walls

Barco RGB Laser ODL-715

The Barco RGB Laser ODL series, with its
unique value proposition, was introduced in
2016 and has been the flagship solution ever
since, winning multiple industry awards. With
the introduction of this newest generation laser
engine, the ODL series now gets a major update
which further establishes the RGB Laser series
as the premium solution in the market. This will
strengthen and safeguard the unique value
proposition of rear-projection cubes by further
extending the lifetime, protecting long-term
serviceability commitments up to 10 years, and
offering a sustainable solution considering the
environment and ergonomics.
The high-brightness RGB Laser engine allows
control rooms to operate in the optimal
conditions for the end users. The unique
Sense X calibration system automatically and
continuously adjusts brightness and colour over
the complete wall during the entire lifetime,
making sure the displayed images reduce eye
fatigue in 24/7 applications. Additionally, no heat
is radiated out of the screens, which further
optimizes the ergonomics for the operators
and simplifies the room temperature control
systems.
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The next-generation laser engine introduces
new laser banks, improving the light source
lifetime in different operational modes.
The guaranteed 10 years of maintainability
secures the system for the future, which is
instrumental for mission-critical control rooms.
The accompanying WallConnect software has
further evolved, improving the user experience
during setup, configuration, operation and
maintenance. Along with the ODL-series’
motorized 7-axis alignment, this makes the
installation process smoother and simpler. The
system is also futureproof and ready for remote
management and monitoring, optimizing the
availability and lifetime within the mission critical
environments.
The new engine will be available within the
full RGB Laser portfolio, covering 70” to 80”
sizes and supporting both FHD and SXGA+
resolutions. Multiple screen options are available
to deliver the optimum result depending on
the application, control room environment and
budget.
Furthermore, existing customers can upgrade
their installed base of lamp & LED cubes,
which means a complete technology refresh
can be accomplished while keeping the
mechanical structure and screens. This not
only lowers the cost and timeframe of the
refurbishment, but also reduces waste and can
often be accomplished without any operational
interruption. Being able to upgrade video walls
(running already for more than 10 years) with
the latest projection technology at a reduced
cost, for another 10 years of service, is a key
advantage of rear projection.
The next generation RGB Laser ODL series are
available for immediate shipments.
www.barco.com
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Solutions Update
New Look MiXXMaker from ARX Systems Makes the Right Connections

ARX Systems, the Australian based designer
and manufacturer of Professional Digital and
Analogue Audio interface and signal processing
products, has recently upgraded their
MiXXMaker wireless audio, USB Mic/Line Master
Mixer. The new version is shipping now.
Responding to an increase in demand for a
professional 1RU solution that can interface
with smartphones, tablets, laptops and
other MiniJack and USB enabled devices,
the MIXXMaker is designed to deal with a
wide variety of protocols and connectors.
As consumer level devices have become
the program source of convenience in audio
playback across most applications, the
MIXXMaker not only provides all the inputs
you’ll need but also the independent controls
that you want at your fingertips for a truly
professional mix.
The MiXXMaker integrates ARX USB, wireless
and Analogue audio interface technologies
into a compact 1RU package with a wide range
of features including wireless audio, USB and
MiniJack inputs, 2 x Balanced XLR Microphone
Inputs, switchable push to talk priority override
ducker, Global 3-way EQ control and Phantom
Power for Condenser Microphones.
The MiXXMaker really is the ‘Swiss Army Knife’
product for any installation where the audio
playback source – and therefore the inputs,
outputs or protocols - can change or is unknown
on a day to day basis.

Visionary Solutions Introduces the Next
Generation PacketAV Duet Endpoints
with USB-C Connectivity
Building on
their success
and wide
adoption,
the next
generation of
PacketAV Duet
endpoints
deliver
powerful 4K
UHD Video,
Dante/
AES67 connectivity, and control, all via a single
Main Gigabit LAN port. USB-C connectivity is
standard, offering easy connection for sharing
media via laptop, tablet, phone, or other
USB-C connected devices, as well as enabling
soft-codec integration via driverless USB 2.0
connection to a PC for web conferencing
applications such as Zoom, Skype, Cisco WebEx,
and Microsoft Teams.
The PacketAV Duet 2 Encoders & Decoders
are also equipped with an Ethernet Expansion
port, enabling network connectivity for control
and managed IP traffic pass-through to remote
devices including projectors, displays, and touch
panel controllers. This expansion port also supports Power Over Ethernet (PoE) pass-through to
connected devices for added flexibility.
Duet 2 encoders also offer multiple selectable
local input sources with HDMI loop-through,
enabling automatic switching between USB-C
and dual HDMI input sources via input detect
mode, or via programmed control system or
web browser.
www.viscam.com

www.arx.com.au
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Internal
Communication

Social
Distancing

Occupancy
Monitoring

Bi-modal
Workstyle

Touchless
Solution

RETURN TO BUSINESS
Safer and Smarter

Workplace digital signage resources are essential for
navigating the challenges of this new normal.
The ability to manage ofﬁce occupancy and remotely
deliver and display important safety information ensures
updates reach employees instantly for swift compliance
and prevention.

Digital Signage
System

Room Management
Solution

Desk Booking
System

Remote Device
/Content Management

IAdea Corporation
www.IAdea.com
www.linkedin.com/company/iadea/
Sales@IAdea.com

Download Solution Guide
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Solutions Update
RGB Spectrum Unveils TeamScreen for
Distributed Workflow Collaboration

TeamScreen is an innovative new approach to
distributed workflow collaboration for remote
workers. As businesses and governments
increasingly shift to distributed workflows with
remote teams, RGB Spectrum’s TeamScreen
helps teams feel like they are in the same
room whether they are seated across a facility
or anywhere around the world. It provides
persistent visibility to distributed workflows,
radically improving collaboration for high
performance remote teams.
TeamScreen is not a video teleconferencing
(VTC) solution or a bring your own device
(BYOD) conference room collaboration system.
It is something different. TeamScreen provides
each team member with three screen types
at the workstation - a Private Screen, Shared
Screen, and a TeamScreen. The Private Screen is
an independent workspace not visible to other
team members, used, for example, for email.
The Shared Screen is where team members
place content they intend to share with their
team. Team members simply drag-and-drop
content they wish to share from their Private
Screen to their Shared Screen to distribute the
content. TeamScreen displays chosen content
from other team members in flexible windows
that may be switched, moved and resized as
desired by each user.
The system can work alongside any video
teleconferencing client or cloud collaboration
tool. These are useful collaboration tools but
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provide a different set of capabilities, and for
workflow graphics offer inconsistent image
quality, strain PC performance and raise security
concerns. Unlike video teleconferencing clients,
TeamScreen does not impact PC performance
because it uses an external appliance to handle
encoding, decoding and encryption. And unlike
a VTC, each team member has access to a
unique set of workflows.
Download Brochure HERE.
www.rgb.com/teamscreens

More Solutions...
QSC announces new Q-SYS Core Processors
to answer the call of smaller spaces that
require fewer I/O as well as the increased
popularity of fully networked peripherals.
READ MORE.
Extron and Lutron work together to integrate
AV and lighting control for the modern
workspace. READ MORE.
Yamaha ADECIA offers flexible audio
intelligence for collaboration and
conferencing by offering, automated room
tuning and dynamic, multi-beam tracking.
READ MORE.
MSolutions has added two new IP Network
Analyzer software features—Port Connected
Status and Real-time Bandwidth Monitor—
which expand its testing functionality for
NETGEAR and Cisco switches. READ MORE.
Outline announces the immediate availability
of the new Stadia 28 constant curvature
array. Stadia 28 is a medium-throw system
for permanent outdoor installations, ideal for
sound reinforcement in stadiums, theme parks,
leisure facilities, tourist attractions and public
spaces. READ MORE.
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Value Added Role of Digital Signage at the PostPandemic Workplace
Contributed by Digital Solutions Multimedia Asia (DSMA)
The COVID-19 pandemic is permanently
changing the workplace as we know it. “Smart”
technologies are being tasked to ensure the
safety of employees and visitors, as well as
raising productivity during the limited hours
employees are in the office. Digital signage plays
a central role as the interface between humans
and backend intelligence. At DSMA, one of the
most active digital signage trade organizations
in Asia, we see the following ways in which value
is being added to digital signage as a solution to
address needs in the post-pandemic workplace.
Four Steps to Return to the Workplace Safely

Many office spaces are reducing the number of
people inside any given space at a given time.
This helps provide extra space between people
and enable keeping social distance at work.
People-counting sensors which had previously
been deployed at retail spaces for tracking
foot traffic, are now perfect for monitoring live
occupancy count in office spaces. Added to a
digital signage display, the combined solution
becomes an autonomous guard that keeps the
office safe.
Screening for abnormal body temperature

Step 1: Maintain a protected space with
facility safety policies
In combination with smart sensors, digital
signage provides an automated gatekeeping
mechanism to guarantee the safety of the work
environment. Here we provide three examples
of how digital signage provides value added
services to help secure the workplace.
Monitoring and controlling occupancy of
workspaces

IAdea Digital Signage + 22 miles Tempdefend

An automated system that takes body
temperature can be built with thermal scanners
and digital signage. It provides the added
benefit that no human needs to be involved
at the scan station, reducing the possibility
of contamination by the virus and frees up
an employee to do more valuable work. One
issue concerning such systems is the price vs.
accuracy requirement. Medical-grade thermal
scanners tend to be extremely expensive. A
compromise is to use a less expensive but less
IAdea Digital Signage + Irisys People Counter
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accurate scanner as a convenient screener, and
have the digital sign point the employee to visit
a health station for confirmation if the body
temperature detected is in the higher range.

FEATURE
Manage digital signage from home–remote
content and devices management

Step 2: Increase organizational agility to
support office/home bi-modal workstyle
Most organizations are adopting a work
schedule in which employees work partially in
office and partially at home. Before coming into
the office, an employee needs to reserve his
desk space and, as needed, rooms for meeting.
Enforcing social distancing at the work desks
IAdea Remote Content Management Service + IAdea
Remote Device Management Service

IAdea Desk Booking Device + Pronestor Desk Booking
Software

A benefit of using digital signage over printed
paper signs is the ability for a company to
manage the deployment of messages without
physically visiting the site, thereby reducing
the health risk due to exposure. Some systems
even feature full remote device management
capability, allowing the system administrator
to perform maintenance tasks on the digital
signage system without taking the device offline.
These are vital features to have especially in the
post-pandemic world.

Desk booking systems combine a status
light and an occupancy sensor mounted at
every work desk. Scheduling software allows
employees to book their work desk before
coming into the office, and ensure the spaces
are properly cleaned between use. More
importantly, it enables convenient allocation
of allowed seating to observe regulations and
keep safety. The built-in occupancy sensors can
detect and warn people if they sit in a seat that
should be left empty.

Photo by Alex
OCTOBER 2020

Kotliarskyi on Unsplash
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IAdea Facility Management Series + IAdea Certified Desk and Room Booking Software

The pandemic has also led many companies
to reconsider ways in which they can optimize
the efficiency of office spaces. Digital Signage
displays can play a useful role when combined
with sensors and meeting room schedules,
and management software. The figure above
shows how digital signage and complementing
hardware and sofware can streamline the use of
spaces efficiently, with safety in mind.

Step 3: Avoid touching shared surfaces to
ensure workplace hygiene
The touch screen has become recognized
as a potential hotspot for virus transmission.
Corporate clients are pushing for touchless ways
of engaging with interactive content on screens.
There a couple of ways this can be done without
causing disruption of digital transformation
initiatives.
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IAdea Touchless Room Booking Solution: On-Screen QR
code + EMS Mobile Apps

Instead of touching a public display, we have
found that customers feel much easier touching
their personal mobile phone. By utilizing QR
code or near-field communication (NFC), the
phone can be transformed into a touch control
surface that replaces a shared, public touch
display.

OCTOBER 2020
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IAdea Digital Signage + IAdea SignApps Express

Step 4: Raise health awareness with effective
internal communication
Overall, we are seeing wider adoption of digital
signage as a means of corporate internal
communication, as this time of crisis demands
employers to maintain constant and up-to-date
communication with their employees. This helps
employees feel confident that their company
cares about their wellbeing, and therefore can
feel comfortable and be productive once they
are back at the office.

Conclusion
We believe that opportunities are plenty
for digital signage to emerge as the savior
technology at the workplace to help people
return to work safely. The potential for adding
value is only limited by the capability of the
integrator and the imagination of the client.
Editor’s Note: Though the above examples
highlight the IAdea brand, readers should note
that there are other solutions in the market that
provide similar outcome.

Are you keen to understand what is happening in the
region regarding Digital Signage?
Help us provide a picture by participating in our short
survey. We will compile the results and publish it when it is
ready.
It takes less than 5 minutes.
CLICK HERE TO TAKE THE SURVEY

OCTOBER 2020
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Digital Signage Technology at the Workplace
Digital Signage technology has taken on further
significance in this COVID-19 era. Whilst during
pre-covid19, signage solutions were mainly used
to transmit communications effectively such as
company updates in an office environment or
for promotions in a retail environment or even
as a way-finder, signage systems have quickly
adopted to offer more value in this period.
Communication still remains an important
aspect. In an office environment communication
related to the company’s latest announcements
keeps staff informed, especially because of
limited interactions. Additional information such
as space usage within the office related to social
distancing is now incorporated. Other signages
have incorporated temperature checking or
using facial recognition for check-in, checkout purposes. There is no denying that digital
signage solutions are playing a bigger role
during COVID-19.

Exterity’s intuitive digital signage application,
ArtioSign, makes it easy for organisations to
create, schedule and publish dynamic officewide communications that can be tailored for
different audiences and locations, and updated
remotely in real time. Eye-catching graphics,
text and video can be displayed on screens
everywhere, from the reception, hallways and
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cafeterias to meeting rooms, break out areas
and the boardroom, and additional screens can
quickly be added wherever there is a network
connection. Signage within and outside meeting
rooms advises on availability, revised capacity
and overspill locations, while incorporating live
TV and video into signage screens ensures
access to breaking news, company updates
and ‘stay safe’ reminders, strengthening the
overall communications strategy across multiple
locations.
Adopting and continually adapting these
technologies now is central to resuming ‘normal
business’ during and beyond the crisis.
www.exterity.com

As one of Panasonic's offering for the new
"normal" in today's working environment, its
contactless hand-sanitizer kiosk easily integrates
OCTOBER 2020
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QR code scan (eg, Safe Entry), with a body
temperature scan. It also functions as a cloudbased digital signage with its 21.5'' display screen
for announcements or advertising. Housed
in a compact industrial design, this digital
signage kiosk aids in personal convenience and
cleanliness before entering into shopping malls,
offices, public areas.
business.panasonic.sg

movement and guide the visitor to the meeting
room using LG 49” or 55” Signage along the
hallway. A Digital Signage can be placed in front
of the room to show the room’s reservation
status and provide notice to the participants.
www.lg.com/sg

NEC ThermaSign Digital Signage has Artificial
Intelligence Module for data Collection, Analysis,
Prediction and Action; FLIR Temperature
Sensing modules for fever detection; Facial,
Eyeball and Object Recognition for security and
tracking of views.
sg.nec.com
LG highlights that its Transparent OLED can be
used at the reception for registration process
instead of having a receptionist for safety
reasons. LG 22” Monitor signage complemented
with a temperature check solution integrated
within its Access kiosk can perform temperature
checks. In addition linked with Motion Sensor,
Digital Signage can pick up the visitor’s
OCTOBER 2020

The Android-powered Philips range of
Professional Displays has long been a stable and
reliable go-to solution for all in one applications,
but during these Covid-affected times, apps
which ensure our own safety have become
even more popular. Alongside Bosch Security
Systems, the People Count (or PeCo) app is able
to detect the amount of people inside a location,
and then either allow additional people in, or
stop them at the entrance/exit until someone
has left. This allows social distancing to be
maintained, and ensure that shoppers are able
to enjoy their retail experience without needing
to worry about over-crowding.
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Additionally apps are available that can connect
to thermal cameras, or even cameras that are
able to detect whether or not masks are being
worn, and thus alert management or security
as to the discretion in order to take any action
required to remedy the situation. If a guest
should have a temperature, and this is detected
by the thermal camera, then the app - installed
on a Philips Android-powered display – will be
able to follow the guest allowing security or
medical staff to isolate the guest and minimize
the risk to other visitors.
Having an all in one solution ensures much
greater reliability, especially with the proven
performance of the Philips Displays. App
developers are also able to create their own
apps, which can be pre-loaded on to the
displays, and used in conjunction with additional
hardware to ensure the safest retail and
restaurant visits in the new normal era.

Sensor. A plastic drip tray ensures that the
hand sanitizer does not spill onto the floor. The
content management system allows the user to
log in from PC to update, schedule and manage
multiple dispenses. The content is received via
WiFi. The dispenser also features in-built audio.
There is an option for the dispenser to be either
wall-mounted or have its own floor-stand.

www.audiolight.sg

www.philips.com/Signage-Solutions

The Ikon HSS201S is a 21.5” LCD digital signage
with automatic hand sanitizer dispenser. The
system also features an Infrared Thermometer
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Tripleplay and ONELAN offer a multitude of
technology solutions that are available to help
deliver safe social distancing messaging and
reinforce protocols and guidelines, such as
promoting the wearing of face coverings and
regular hand washing. Additionally, occupancy
management solutions can be deployed
to trigger content depending on real-time
occupancy levels while directional signage can
be displayed to guide people away from more
crowded areas to avoid congestion. Their key
solutions include:
OCTOBER 2020
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Digital Signage: Display dynamic messaging in
key locations, which can be easily changed and
updated, so everyone stays safe and informed
from when they arrive at a location, to when
they leave.

- Customizable Questionnaires

Content Management: In an ever-changing
world, dynamic content is vital. Utilizing the
power of a central CMS means content can be
updated to reflect critical changes to protocols.

- Digital Signage for Still or Video Playback

Live TV Streams: No other media provides
reliable updates as instantly as a live TV stream,
ensuring viewers are always kept up to date with
breaking news and new information.

- Email/Text Notifications with Snap Shots and
Thermal Results

- Integrated ReAX Control System*
- Data Storage: Locally or Remotely

- Real Time Camera Streaming for Security
Recording

- QR Code Recognition for Employee and Visitor
Management

www.tripleplay.tv
onelan.com

- Customize the Interface Experience for the
User and Operator
- Hand Gesture Control Allows for Sanitary,
Touch-free Interaction
- Integration with 3rd Party Automation, Security
or Medical Systems
- Graphical Interface with Messaging and
Customized Audio Prompts
* Programmable with the free drag-and-drop
Core Studio software.

Aurora Multimedia’s award winning Tauri
temperature tablets go beyond expectations.
The tablets are available in 10.1", 15.6", and 21.5"
models with mounting options that include pole,
wall and desktop. Features of the Tauri include:
- People Counting
- Quick Scan Mode
- Face Mask Detection

OCTOBER 2020

www.auroramultimedia.com
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AI in ProAV Products Critical as the World Progresses
By Andy Marken

AI technology can significantly advance AV and Pro AV solutions as long as they constantly have the human touch.

At the end of last year, the more cautious
industry analysts were recommending that Pro
AV folks (hardware/software/integration/service)
diversify into “more economically insensitive
market segments” to ride out the economic
downturn they saw coming.
That sounds like a logical recommendation – go
where life is constantly good and easy.
The big problem is it’s tough to find a market
that is economically insensitive; and if you find
it, you can bet someone else found it as well.
Especially since the global pandemic changed
the global landscape for everyone!
But there is a glimmer of positivity for the Pro AV
industry in the Asia-Pacific area.
The Asia-Pacific area was the first to be
impacted by Covid-19 and learned how to limit,
minimize and hopefully eliminate Covid-19.
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The Asia-Pacific area has also been the first to
reopen its new economy.
APAC is projected to have the strongest growth
of all regions, with a 7.4 percent CAGR from
2020 through 2025, compared to 4.7 percent for
the Americas and 4.5 percent for EMEA.
In 2025, APAC Pro AV revenue will amount to
$126 billion, compared to $108 billion for the
Americas and $81 billion for EMEA.
Regarding the bridging effect of Pro AV’s video
conferencing, Allan McLennan, Chief Executive
of PADEM Media Group, noted, “The pandemic
forced countries, companies and individuals to
rethink/reinvent the way we interact and work
together. Thanks to the rudimentary use of AI
to support and enhance AV products, it kept
things moving relatively smoothly and it has now
become an integral part of day-to-day business
and personal activity.”
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The best example of what will drive the shift is
enhanced communications/connectivity – video
conferencing.
For most of 2020, that meant the consumer/
professional level web/video communications
tools – Adobe Connect, MS Teams, BlueJeans,
Google Meet, WebEx and others.
After multiple frustrating sessions, it became
apparent that video conferencing will become a
valuable personal and professional tool.

COVER STORY
really conflict but in many ways, can actually
enhance the outcome for all concerned.
The pandemic turned the spotlight on the
importance of both AI and AV technologies
in general and the value of Pro AV in almost
every sector – hospitality, education, retail,
government, healthcare, entertainment, etc.
2019/2020 showed what broadcast, integration
and business professionals have said for a
long time…video events/communications are
important to commerce, but they are also
difficult to conduct smoothly and effectively.
The integration of AI is becoming a natural part
of the AV solutions.
Artificial intelligence won’t come even close
to the human mind’s capabilities for years.
But in 20-30 years, the sympathy; empathy;
rationalized thinking and yes, intelligence we see
in movies might get closer, more intuitive and
may start to feel “natural.”
It is a goal to work toward.

Workflow – Video conferencing went from being nice
to do to a business necessity during the pandemic

Much like humans we are modeling AI after, it is
going through growth stages.

lockdown. Most were “okay;” but they were a long way
from being professional or ultra-effective--which they
might have been had they been coordinated by people

Right now, it can be considered in its infancy/
preteen phase.

with real AV experience.

We (and probably you, as well) now participate
in 2-3 video conferences, virtual conventions,
meetings where the smartest person knows how
to develop, coordinate and run the event but
everyone else suffers through the 1-3 hours of
internet connection challenges that hopefully
still delivers the right message.
But even as life returns to a new normal, we’ve
found that face-to-face and virtual events don’t

OCTOBER 2020

Consumer-based AI solutions like Siri and
Alexa are early examples of issues that were
recognized and addressed with advances that
reflected the views, opinions and biases of its
developers.
Considerable progress has already been
made in recognizing and catering to a diverse
audience with a multitude of interests and
nullifying division/polarization between
individuals and groups.
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Some of the first we’ve seen have been very
good and economic target of opportunity
solutions that take excellent advantage of AI’s
ability to quickly, easily and accurately handle
routine/repetitive activities over and over again
without getting tired, bored or sloppy in their
“job.”

Quick Check – Aurora Multimedia’s Tauri streamlines
temperature monitoring activities for people entering
any facility. It’s one of hundreds of AI-enabled AV
solutions introduced in the past six months.

Source - BrightSign
Interactive Signage – Voice-activated signage is quickly
becoming a part of people’s everyday life.

An example of the right solution at the right time
has been voice-controlled/interactive signage
like BrightSign’s BrightVoice that provides the
user with an easy-to-use, hands-free interactive
experience that is becoming increasingly
important with interactive digital signage and
other non-touch applications.
The solutions “listen” to the user with intelligent
speech-to-text decoding to provide an accurate
natural voice response or on-screen response if
requested.
Extremely versatile in handling routine and
increasingly complex tasks, voice solutions can
initiate content, music or lighting responses;
making it ideal for self-guided or limited contact
uses for retail, restaurant, gym, entertainment or
similar venues.
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A solution that’s great for continually and
accurately handling a rather mundane but
necessary task involved BrightSign partnering
with EonDigital in their ExoMetrics solution.
Just as businesses, film production, theaters,
museums, schools and facilities globally began
to slowly reopen there has been a need to
temperature check individuals.
Having people with a digital thermometer
perform the check is susceptible to the fallibility
of the readers but with the EonDigital, the
individual simply passes his/her wrist under the
unit’s monitoring head and knows instantly that
they’re good to go … or not.
The touch-free temperature screening unit can
safely and accurately conduct hundreds of
temperature checks and instantly report issues
before the individual enters the facility. The
high-speed measurement/analysis software
also ensures the elimination of false positive
readings.
In the past year, Pro AV hardware/software
specialists have developed hundreds of standalone and networked AI-enabled solutions to
handle routine and/or risk-potential tasks to help
organizations and individuals return to a new
normal.
OCTOBER 2020
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AI’s ability to efficiently and effectively
personalize Pro AV systems will be an important
aspect of the industry’s profitable growth.
It is estimated to be more than $55B globally this
coming year and a CAGR of nearly 11 percent
over the next five years.
“AI has become a vital part of the AV industry
and most notably in the broadcast and media
industry especially in the editing and media
management areas with remote services from
responsive companies such as EditShare, Dalet
and Teradici,” McLennan noted. “Interestingly,
these advances have given the Pro AV a boost
in cataloging, metadata detection and a
generation of meaningful data management
efficiencies of the media as well as intelligence
gained from the viewer.”
“Enriching and redefining entertainment,
education, collaboration, AI and AV have
quickly evolved from nice-to-have solutions into
strategic assets for businesses and institutions,”
he added.

COVER STORY
Tomorrow’s AI/AV Office Environment
Anand Sanwal, president of start-up/VC tracker
CB Insights, recently published an overview
report on the tech-enabled office in the postCovid World - https://tinyurl.com/y5nm2my5.
The report illustrates that it’s not a matter of
where AI/AV technology will used but rather how
do we function without it.
From touchless, temperature-monitored building
entry to voice/facial-activated operations
to remote collaboration tools; businesses,
retail operations and hospitality venues will
seamlessly integrate AI/AV into everyday
environments. They will quickly become the
seeing/unseen functions that are unobtrusively
there to enable, assist and protect us.
Industries that are implementing solutions for
tomorrow are hospitality/transportation which
are investing today, recognizing that it will take
time for business to return to “normal.”

Hotels are adding touchless locks and room
amenities. To encourage and accommodate the
One of the best ways to illustrate how AI and AV backbone of their operations, they are adding
are seamlessly blending with daily activity is to
video conferencing capabilities in rooms so
see how they will be part of our day-to-day office guests can stay in touch with associates around
activities.
the globe.

Source CB Insights

Source: Delta. Travel Will Return but there will not be a
mad rush for people to travel immediately; but when that
picks up, companies like Delta Airlines will make check-in
fast, easy and safe for people.

OCTOBER 2020
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One of the best examples of AI/AV integration
has been Delta Airlines; which back in 2019,
unveiled the first US biometric terminal using
automatic check-in, facial recognition and RDIF
bag tracking. The company even installed large
direct-view LED signage that gives the viewer
current status information on his/her flight that
only the individual can see. It didn’t change
your wait time, but you felt better when they
recognized you as you.
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on past purchases--even if they were made at
another store.
At the time, it felt spooky, intrusive.
Today, as brick and mortar retail struggles
against online competition, this immediate
individualized recognition helps develop a
closer, personal relationship between the retailer
and consumer.

Source: Delta Quick Check-In -- AI-enabled facial
recognition solutions can not only speed people through
the entire flight check-in process but they can also do it
more accurately. The key is personal privacy.

Welcome Back – To compete with online retailers, AIready digital signage can and will help retailers create a

Facial recognition/identification is being
deployed in airports around the globe to
reduce/eliminate the need to have humans view
passports and check the images and the face
of the person preparing for the flight. When
combined with new safety and health processes
and procedures, the AI-enabled AV solutions
make it faster, easier and more stress free for
people to return to air travel.
More than 10 years ago, we saw the prototype
of a retail digital sign with a small embedded
camera that would scan a consumer coming
into the store. The networked system would
scan the retailer’s database to see if the
individual was a return customer, acknowledge
him/her and make recommendations based
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bond and a real experience for customers.

The increased use of AI-enabled voice/
facial recognition combined with timely
personal acknowledgement, suggestions
and recommendations are just what younger
shoppers want in their engaged, communal
retail experience.
When combined with large LED screens
managed by centralized media players/
controllers, the trip to the store or mall
is transformed into a more personalized,
interesting, exciting infotainment experience
that is more meaningful, more memorable and
more enjoyable than is possible with a sterile,
impersonal online purchase.
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One of the biggest challenges the industry
(suppliers and integrators) face is not simply
ensuring personal data remains personal and
private but also addressing governmental
concerns that AI-enabled AV solutions are built
around open democratic values and serve the
individual and public, not special interest or
governmental entities.
This is especially true in the education sector
which is being completely overhauled to take
optimum advantage of video conferencing,
individual and group classes and remote
collaboration.
While the pandemic brought air travel to a virtual
standstill, fortunately video conferencing and
collaboration tools/solutions kept businesses
and economies moving.
But with advanced AI integration with AV
solutions, airlines are cautiously optimistic that
business and personal air travel can recover
because people like to get away and there are
always times when true face-to-face meetings/
discussions are important.
Perhaps the biggest short-term challenge the
industry has faced as the world slowly emerges
from the pandemic is successfully and safely
integrating AI and AV technology into the
educational field.
Until this year, the concept of remote education
was a good idea and a long-term goal – giving
the student (pre-school, grade/high school,
university) the individualized assistance and
information he/she needed, no matter where
they were located and just when they were
ready to learn. It was something educators
wanted to achieve … someday.
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Remote Education – While people have been talking and
planning for remote education for years, the pandemic
increased its importance and illustrated how ill-prepared
people were to carry it out properly. It continues to be a
work-in-progress

Covid-19 forced schools, educators, tools
providers (hardware/software) and students to
not just make remote AV-assisted education
work but to address all of the issues/challenges
in real-time.
AI is interlocking key technologies – speech-totext, natural language processing, predictive
analytics, machine learning, cloud AV
conferencing/collaboration – so educators,
students, tutors and parents can carry on
video conferences and share real-time data/
information to safely, securely and reliably
deliver the best individual and communal
education possible.
Global online education is expected to increase
by nearly 33 percent annually over the next five
years.
“It is perhaps the biggest challenge, the biggest
opportunity facing Pro AV providers/integrators
today in bringing smooth transitions and
connections for students, teachers and their
schools,” McLennan emphasized.
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Careful Messages—Digital signage is all around us and is becoming increasingly sophisticated, thanks to advanced
use of AI technology. Messages can be subtle and often the more subtle the more negative. Photo by Ramon Kagie
on Unsplash

At the same time, the rapid integration and
deployment of AI-enriched professional AV
solutions face potential risks that only ethical
human AV and AI professionals can protect the
global community from the:

The products ProAV solution developers and
integrators deliver need to provide a symbiotic
autonomy … seamlessly bound human and
intelligent systems for rapid and accurate
exchange of quality information.

• inappropriate, unlawful use of AI in our AV
media

To paraphrase what Danny Witwer said in
Minority Report, “If there’s a flaw, it’s human.”

• development, distortion, amplification of
disorder, hate speech

Andy Marken – andy@markencom.com is an author of more than 600 articles on
management, marketing, communications,
industry trends in media & entertainment,
consumer electronics, software and applications.
Internationally recognized marketing/
communications consultant with a broad range
of technical and industry expertise especially
in storage, storage management and film/
video production fields. Extended range of
relationships with business, industry trade press,
online media and industry analysts/consultants.

• systemic imbalances between individuals and
groups
• denigrating, discouraging diversity
The biggest challenge for developers/
integrators is that the AI-driven AV systems and
solutions the industry is not only reaching and
enriching the target audiences but also catering
to and assisting the most diverse audience
possible.
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The Convergence of Commercial and Residential
RTI solutions bring reliability and ease of use to office spaces and luxury apartments in
Thomas Foods’ new head office

RTI Controls at the Luxury Penthouse

“With so many systems and devices being controlled, this
project really showcases RTI’s capabilities for both the
commercial and residential markets.” — Nerge Agusi, Manager,
Adelaide Home Control
Project Client:Thomas Foods International
Project Location: Adelaide, Australia
Project Segment: Commercial and Residential
Project Type: Offices and Luxury Apartment
Project AV SI: Adelaide Home Control
Project Highlight: Control and Automation
Project AV (main) brands: RTI system,
Samsung, Sony, Blustream, Origin Acoustic
Completion Date: January 2020
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Thomas Foods International is Australia’s largest
family-owned meat-processing company. In
January 2019 — after a decade of significant
growth and expansion into other markets — the
company broke ground on a new head office
in South Australia to centralize its corporate
operations. The four-storey facility opened
its doors a year later, boasting nearly 30,000
square feet of office space on the lower
levels, with two luxury penthouse apartments
on top. Both areas feature the very latest
in environmental, AV, security and access
technologies — with control and automation
enabled by the RTI system installed by integrator
Adelaide Home Control.
OCTOBER 2020
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Conference Room

Highlights of Thomas Foods’ new facility include
C-Bus lighting, blind and shutter, sweep fan,
and curtain control systems; audio distribution
via an RTI AD-8x; and building security and
access control. Adelaide Home Control outfitted
the building with 35 Samsung displays — 11
in the apartments and 24 in reception areas,
meeting rooms, and offices — in addition to
motorized Sony projectors and screens in its
four main boardrooms. Video sources including
six Apple TVs, seven Foxtel cable boxes, and
six Blu-ray players are distributed throughout
the commercial and residential spaces via a
Blustream video-over-IP system.
When selecting a control and automation
solution to unite the building’s technologies
into a single system, Thomas Foods had several
requirements. One was reliability. Whether
watching TV in an apartment or making a
boardroom presentation, system failure was not
an option. Another was ease of use. The control
system would be used by numerous employees
and residents — with a steady stream of firsttime users — so it needed to be as simple to
OCTOBER 2020

operate as possible. Furthermore, the system
had to be easily scalable to accommodate new
technologies and components when added.
Finally, sleek control interfaces were required to
complement the facility’s aesthetics. To meet all
of these requirements, Adelaide Home Control
turned to RTI.
“This was a demanding project that called for a
powerful and versatile control and automation
system that could be fully customized to meet
Thomas Foods’ current and future needs,”
said Nerge Agusi, Manager at Adelaide Home
Control. “While the company was initially looking
into solutions from other manufacturers, they
were quickly sold on the flexibility provided by
the RTI platform and its Integration Designer
APEX programming software, as well as the
elegant look of its control interfaces. RTI
checked every box for this install, and it did so at
an impressive price point.”
Thomas Foods’ massive control system is
powered by multiple RTI XP-8v and XP-6s
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Meeting Room

advanced control processors and their wide
range of control options. Adelaide Home
Control utilized IP drivers for the facility’s
Blustream system, Samsung televisions, and
Sony projectors, allowing users to view feedback
from these components on any RTI interface.
The RTI processors’ serial control capabilities
were utilized for the building’s C-Bus and audio
distribution systems, while relay control was
used for projector lifts and the security system.
All video sources are controlled via IR.
Employees and residents interact with the
control system using a variety of interfaces
throughout the building. All office areas with a
Samsung display are equipped with a KX3 inwall touchpanel keypad. When an office level is
occupied, a single button press in the reception
area activates the air conditioning, raises the
blinds, and turns on all lights and displays in
common spaces. Another button press reverses
the process. In areas with multiple displays,
users can select their desired source and
display(s) with the touch of a button. They can
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also play the audio from any display through
Origin Acoustic in-ceiling speakers.
Each of the facility’s boardrooms features a
motorized mount with an iPad running the
RTiPanel app. Selecting “Presentation Mode”
on the iPad will close the blinds, lower the
projector screen, turn on the projector, and dim
the lights to the desired level. Both penthouse
apartments offer RTI KA11 11-inch countertop/
wall touchpanels, plus T4x handheld remote
controls for each display. “Welcome” scenes
greet residents by raising the blinds, turning on
the lights, and disarming the security system
upon their arrival. “Goodbye” scenes reverse the
process, while also turning off all displays.
“With so many systems and devices being
controlled, this project really showcases RTI’s
capabilities for both the commercial and
residential markets,” added Nerge Agusi. “While
we did provide user manuals for the control
system, our goal was to design and program
an interface that was so easy to operate that
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instructions wouldn’t be necessary. We were
able to achieve this with RTI. Thomas Foods
finds the system to be extremely intuitive and
couldn’t be more pleased with the final result.”
www.adelaidehomecontrol.com.au
www.rticorp.com
Boardroom control

Motorised TV arm
Balcony TV Operations
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A ‘National’ Motto Empowered with AV
Bengaluru’s National College rendered modern with AV technology deployment; Hansa
Pictures takes honours
By Ram Bhavanashi

FACTFILE
Project Client: B.V. Jagadeesh Science Centre,
National College, Jayanagar, Bengaluru
Project Location: Jayanagar, Bengaluru
Project Segment: Education
Project Type: Multipurpose Hall for academics &
cultural events
Project AV Consultant: Hansa Pictures
Project AV SI: Hansa Pictures, Bengaluru
Project Interior Designer: Styleworks LLP,
Bengaluru
Project AV cost: ₹50 lakh (US$67,000 approx.)
Project Highlight: AV integration for online
learning/teaching platform with Live Streaming
Project AV (main) brands: Panasonic, Works,
Data Video, Pixeless, beyerdynamic, Shure,
Sennheiser, Milestone, Biamp, Mipro
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The National College in Bengaluru, India, is a
very nostalgic name for many from the State
of Karnataka. The 50+ year old institution – as
part of its grand, century-old parent institution
with the same name – is like part of the social
fabric, and pride for people of the State, with
many a high-profile individual elevating its
alumni ranks over the years.
That being the reputation of the institution,
equipping it with state-of-the-art online
teaching platform with streaming capability
is a thing of pride for any solution provider.
Bengaluru-based Hansa Pictures had the
honours. SI Asia presents an account of the
prestigious install.
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A Nationalistic Ideal
National College Bengaluru – founded by
National Education Society of Karnataka in 1917
– is one of the most reputed seats of graduate
education not just in the Silicon City of India,
but the entire South India. For, its foundation on
a very grand, nationalistic ideal and standing
through over 100 years – with its offshoot itself
completing 50 years of academic excellence
– has an immense contribution to the cause of
education in the state.
The long, illustrious ranks of its alumni
community includes people of exceptional
success from different walks of life- R&D,
administration, entrepreneurship, sports and
entertainment, and more- Manharilal Pranlal
Thakkar, former Justice at the Supreme Court
of India; Dr. G Guruswamy, Principal Scientist
at NASA; Sadananda Maiya, Founder of MTR
Foods – a household name in South India Chandrasekhar, EAS Prasanna, Anil Kumble, and
Prakash Padukone, sporting legends of yester
years; HD Kumaraswamy, Karnataka State former
Chief Minister; M Bhaskar Rao, present Bengaluru
City Police Commissioner; and many movie
actors, besides a whole big fraternity of NRIs
(non-resident Indians).
The mainstay of the institution being the
contributions of its alumni ranks and most of
them often connecting from distant lands,
they wanted to upgrade their alma mater with
modern teaching and learning infrastructure
keeping in view the fast paced digital
transformation of academics and the imperative
on the institution in tune with the time. Some
due diligence following on the thinking with
the college Director Dr. A H Rao, and the
administration, the management decided to
upgrade the B.V. Jagadeesh Science Centre at its
Jayanagar branch college with a state-of-the-art
online teaching platform comprising a recording
room and streaming capability.
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Conceived with the objective of popularizing
science and drawing the young generation to
basic sciences in the current frenzied days of IT
and BT, the Science Centre is founded on the
firm belief that no technology is possible without
a strong footing in the basics. Built at a cost of
₹1.5 crore (>200,500 US$ approx.), the Science
Centre creation was made possible by the initial
donation of ₹50 lakh (US$67,000 approx.) –
the single maximum amount – by one of the
institution’s high-profile alumni B.V. Jagadeesh
who is now an entrepreneur in the USA. As a
token of gratitude, the centre has been named
after him.
The Big Initiative
An institution of such reputation deciding to set
up modern ICT-powered teaching infrastructure
is prideful offering and opportunity for any
solution provider. Bengaluru-based Hansa
Pictures – who made a name for their ‘referential
work’ at many an institution of repute landed this
pride.
“We did an AV system
deployment job at
the Karnataka State
Technology Academy
(KSTA) in early 2019;
the Director of the
Academy, and the
Director of National
College knew each
other,” said Gautam
N Shah, Project Head
at Hansa Pictures.
“When the National College Director A H Rao
had firmed their decision, he understandably
checked his connects in the academic line for a
suggestion, and thus got our reference from the
KSTA Director.”
While it was very prestigious to work for such an
exalted institution for Hansa, Gautam quickly realized how challenging it was at the same time.
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For, the space intended for the upgrade looked
very distant thing for technology deployment in
its existing form.
“It was an old, large lecture hall, with as many
as 19 large windows with a plenty of natural
light and noise coming in from the adjacent
road side,” recalled Gautam. “It was being used
as a multipurpose facility for both academic
activities like lectures and examinations, and
cultural activities like musical and theatrical
performances,” he explained. “They initially
wanted to create a studio and a lecture hall
by splitting the large hall with a sound proof
partition which was practically not do-able.”
The initiative took its own sweet time – owing
to the seeming difficulties – till management
appointed one of its alumni Phanibhushan
Sharma as its Technical Coordinator for
various international collaboration courses like
nanotechnology etc. and he became the Project
In-charge for this Seminar Hall. Things, then,
started taking shape to where they ought to.
Says Gautam: “We had several rounds of
discussion, and finally came up with a concrete
plan over the following month- right from
getting the CAD Drawings done to getting down
to the minute details. We gave them multiple
iterations on what all could be incorporated, and
what technologies could be adopted.”
According to him, they gave the college
project team an insight into the world of
streaming, archiving, connecting multiple
locations, and explained how the place could
be transformed into a wonderful multi-purpose
centre for presentations, lectures and musical
programmes.
Impressed with the exposure to the imperatives
given by Hansa, the College management
entrusted them with the task of deploying the
demonstrated technology architecture in the
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designated facility. The AV Systems Integrator,
therefore, was tasked with overall execution of
AV integration that comprised a good measure
of artcoustics (aesthetics and acoustics ) for the
hall that measured 82ft x 30ft.

Hansa roped in Styleworks LLP to create a welcoming
ambience

Having been taken onboard the project, Hansa
quickly roped in Styleworks LLP as the interior
design solutions vendor to do overall design,
wall paneling, blinds, colour and lighting theme,
seating and carpeting, and execute all that in
a manner that the space is transformed into
an inviting ambience. While imparting a WOW
factor was an expected thing, a maintenancefree design was the mandate on the design firm.
The AV/ICT integration solution, therefore,
essentially comprised:
• Complete sound proofing of the 2460 sq.ft.
hall with a blend of architecture and AV
•

A presentation system with a laser projector,
two display monitors in the middle of the hall,
a two-way camera system for the speaker/
podium and audience area

•

Live recording and streaming system to be
able to go live on social media platforms

•

Cloud space enablement to archive and
store data
OCTOBER 2020
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•

A high-speed, IP-enabled 1-5 multipoint VC
set-up, along with a soft codec dial-in facility
for compatibility with Skype, Microsoft Teams
and Zoom etc.

•

A signage display to show the programme
details for the seated audiences

•

Fully equipped stage for theatrical performances

•

Automation of entire hall lighting to be remotely controlled by an iPad.

“Once the solution is in place, deploying the
designed AV is a routine for any AVSI,” says
the Hansa Project Head. “However, devising
a perfect solution for a space that has large
structural issues and ambience noise is always
a tough job,” he elaborates. “The job turns
even more challenging when time constraint is
imposed, and available time shrinks further due
to some unexpected hassles.”
In essence, they were given 60 days to test the
place, devise the solution, rope in the systems,
install, integrate, test and commission. That
was understandably big, considering the extent
of challenges the task involved. The most
challenging part was the sound-proofing due to
the structure of the hall, and its noisy environs.
“After conducting several rounds of audio
measurements, we decided to seal off 12 of the
19 windows, and treat the remaining seven in
a way that they allow the natural light to come
in,” informed Gautam. “However, the sealed-off
12 windows required wall panelling that were to
accentuate the interiors in colour theme and
acoustics.”

INSTALLATION
achieve that objective, the SI worked with the
interior designer to execute a special panelling
and design element for the sealed off windows
to suite the specifications of aesthetics and
acoustics.
The erstwhile plastic seats have been replaced
by 135 reclining cushion seats in sync with the
colour theme of the interior surface finishes. The
ceiling of the hall was simultaneously treated
with special grid ceiling to give a .9 NRC value so
that it contributed to the specified RT measure.
The AV/ICT Deployment
Audio: The Audio component at the Centre
comprised four units of Works ARQ wallmounted speakers installed two each at the
stage, and the audience area, apart from a pair
of subwoofers, that is powered by one Works
PA1254 amplifier that is in turn augmented by a
Biamp Nexia VC DSP.
The audio capturing microphone component
comprised one unit each of beyerdynamic
Classis GM 158P gooseneck for the podium,
Sennheiser lapel EW-100 G4 Series’ Lavelier
mic set, and a pair of Mipro ACT-312 dual
channel diversity receiver with eight switchable
channels.
Video: The Video component essentially
comprised a 5000 Lumen Panasonic WUXGA
Laser light source projector suspended from
the ceiling by means of the home-grown brand
Pixeless ceiling mounting kit in front of the
stage. Facing the projector on the stage wall is a
170-inch diagonal 16:10 Pixless motorized matte
white screen but coated with PVC technology
hue with a view to enhancing the feel and
aesthetics of the screen.

According to him, the interiors were to be done
in such a way that they had to create the WOW
factor even as they played the acoustic function
for perfect speech intelligibility. In order to
OCTOBER 2020
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The 5000 lumens Panasonic WUXGA laser projector

Mounted on the protruded stripe of the ceiling
in the middle of the hall is a pair of 43-inch
Panasonic LH-43RM1DX large format displays.
A Pixeless multimedia lecturn takes the podium
with sliding lock cover for Touch display, and
built-in rack on wheels. It is also augmented
with a 21.5-inch Wacom DTK-2241/G0-FX full HD
interactive display, with anti-glare and adjustable
tilt stand.
“That the full computer system is provided
thereof, any presenter can just walk in with just
a storage device and start presenting,” says
Gautam.
The video component is also essentially
complemented by a Real Presence Group-500720p for the purpose of video-conferencing
requirement. “With a view to making the VC
set-up more ‘real,’ the design provided for
a concealed 50W LED colour corrected VC
light,” explains the Hansa Project Head. “This
concealed VC light device enhances the video
of the viewer stretching end-to-end.”
“Making it more experiential, we tuned in a soft
codec dialling facility that enables the customer
to plug in his/her computer, and instantly get
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connected to meeting platforms like Skype,
Microsoft teams, Zoom etc.,” he further explains.
“It’s a10Mbps IP-enabled network to ensure
seamless connectivity amongst the meeting
members.”
Tasked with the video capture, as well as the
live streaming function are three units of Data
Video PTC 150 full HD cameras – two aimed at
the stage, and one aimed at the audience area
– coming along with the control unit. Handling
the video streaming encoding function is a Data
Video NVS 40 multi-channel H.264 streaming
encoder/recorder.
With a view to catering to the requirement
during cultural events one unit of Bose S1 Pro
portable speaker, and five units of Shure wired
microphones comprising two pairs of SM58 and SM-57 dynamic mics, and one unit of
SM650-XLR Cardiod microphone for speech
application are configured into the audio set-up
The Control Room:
The Control Room has been equipped with a full
set of switching and mixing gear, in addition to a
pair of monitors and reference speaker.
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A pair of switchers does the A/V switching,
featuring Milestone Pro MP-HD44AE 4K ultra
HDBaseT matrix switcher, and an 8-channel Data
Video SE 2850-8 HD/SD-SDI/HDMI digital video
switcher for the audio and a video respectively.
Further, a 12-channel Allen & Heath Zed 12FX
Mixer with 6 XLR inputs is tasked with audio
mixing function.
An Audac LX-504MKII powered speaker is roped
in as a Control Room speaker for reference,
while a Data Video AD 100M Audio Delay box is
also tasked for balancing the input audio upto
700 ms (17frames) audio delay calibration, and
volume attenuating 0 ~ 60dB.
For the purpose of monitoring the mixing of A/V
feeds and checking the final, edited programme
output, a pair of 24-inch Viewsonic monitors is
also synced into the Control Room electronics.

INSTALLATION
lighting LED pars for special effects and colour
changing during cultural events, as also for
the real presence effect during the VC event,”
informs Gautam.
All the AV gear is rendered remotely controllable
by means of an iPad.
“It was the next big challenge, after the sound
proofing and interior finishing job,” recalls
Gautam. “We had a deadline to complete the
project in 60 days; while we were through with
almost 80 pc of the work in terms of interiors,
acoustics and wiring, the client realized that they
needed automation. That was a huge challenge
as we had to break down some of the things we
finished, for the wiring to be done,” he explains
further. “The customer wanted us to provide
dimming facility as well, and all controls were to
be provided via the iPad. That took away almost
10 days of our time.”
However, the integration team worked hard,
and ensured that the entire job was completed
before time, he maintained.
“The Works audio systems are known for their
sweet sound, and tonal balance, while their
amps are sturdy and heavy-duty capable,”
reasons the integrator in their choosing the
Spanish audio major Equipson.

The 55-inch Signage display

In the event of special occasions of full-house
audiences, with a view to providing information
of programme details and other schedules to
the seated audiences, a 55-inch signage monitor
is also installed in the hall.
Automation: Automation of the entire hall’s
lighting themes is achieved by a KNX protocol
over an Interra dimming that is powered by a
Global Cache processor. “We roped in Leksa
OCTOBER 2020

The final outcome of the project was a happy
success story for Hansa and the National
College project team. According to the
integrator, though the size of the hall was not
that large the coming of everything together
as intended by the client gave them a sense of
accomplishment – considering the social image
of the institution.
“Most importantly, the customer was happy
which is what finally mattered,” he maintained.
www.hansagroup.in
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SANI-SPRAY ENVIRO PAD

fEEbEE: The Ultimate SOURCE FOUR RGBALC
LED ENGINE

The Sani-Spray Enviro Pad is a customisable,
fully automated hands-free and differently-abled
friendly sanitisation booth. Suitable for any and all
environment that see high foot traffic, the ENVIRO
Pod is effective by using a misting spray designed
specifically to neutralise up to 99.9% of all bacteria
and viruses in under 10 seconds.,

More details HERE
10K Asia rep: manoj.chamanlal@10kused.com

Distributed by: TSB Global Distribution.
Email: ted@tsbglobal.com.sg
Mention SI Asia for a legitimate 5% discount

Looking for a Studio to Stream Virtual
Events

theLAB in Singapore is the answer.
theLAB is a 1500 SqFt Livestream-ready Studio Space
available for rental with full audio-visual support & experienced technical crew provided, in order to provide
a seamless experience for you & your guests.

www.tpp.com.sg
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Here's an announcement
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